Elastic optical networking is a promising technology for the future optical core networks and advance reservation (AR) applications are rapidly increasing in recent years. Hence, the routing, modulation and spectrum assignment (RMSA) problem for AR requests in elastic optical networks (EONs) has become an important issue. In this paper we will investigate the problem. We introduce a metric to measure the situation of each available frequency-time block for an AR request. The metric is the weighted sum of four factors, namely resources consumed by the block (R c ), distance between the block and the frequency boundary (D f ), distance between the block and the earliest starting time of AR request (D t ), and resource degraded by the block (R d ). Then we design an RMSA algorithm named Min-RDDR to select spectrum resource for AR requests by minimizing the metric. Simulation results show that the Min-RDDR algorithm has a lower blocking probability, comparing with three well-performed benchmark algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the rapid development of cloud/edge computing, 5G communications, Internet of things (IoT), etc., bandwidth demands of applications are rapidly growing. At the same time the needed bandwidths are more and more diverse, which requires the network can flexibly provide bandwidth to applications. Traditional wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks cannot satisfy this demand, because it can only provide wavelength channels with fixed bandwidth. Elastic optical networks (EONs) [1] , [2] , which can flexibly assign spectrum to applications, are recognized as an appropriate technology for these applications. In EONs, spectrum resources are generally divided into frequency slots with bandwidth far narrower than wavelength channels, and applications can use several contiguous frequency slots according to their bandwidth demands [3] .
Routing, modulation and spectrum assignment (RMSA) problem is an important issue in EONs [4] , [5] . The tasks
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Francesco Musumeci. of RMSA are, for a connection request of an application, finding route from source to destination, choosing adaptive modulation format on the route, calculating the amount of needed spectrum resources, and assigning available spectrum resources on the route to the connection request. It should be noted that, since the adoptable modulation formats in routes with different lengths may be different, the required spectrum in different candidate routes by the same request may be distinct either. The required spectrum in a shorter route is generally less than that in a longer route. The assigned spectrum resources to a connection request must satisfy three constraints [3] , namely of spectrum non-overlapping, spectrum continuity, and spectrum contiguity.
For different kinds of applications, the corresponding connection requests may be immediate reservation (IR) or advance reservation (AR) ones [6] . For example, video conference applications are IR traffics while data backups between datacenters are AR traffics. The main differences of AR and IR are reflected in starting time and duration:
• For an IR request, the starting time is unknown until its arrival and the duration is unknown until its completion.
When an IR request arrives, the required spectrum resources must be assigned immediately; the assigned spectrum resources cannot be assigned to other requests until the connection's completion.
• For an AR request, both the starting time and the duration are given at its arriving time (starting time is generally later than arriving time). The required spectrum resources are a time interval from the starting time to the starting time plus duration, which can be pre-assigned to the request. The spectrum resources out of the reserved time interval can be assigned to other requests. Figure 1 is an example to show the difference between IR and AR requests. Supposing that the arrival times of an IR request r 1 and an AR request r 2 are both t a . The required spectrum resources by IR request r 1 must be assigned and configured at t a , while the required spectrum resources by AR request r 2 can be only assigned at t a yet not configured until its starting time. Since the duration of IR request r 1 is not known until its completion, the assigned spectrum resources are set to occupied in the whole time interval and they cannot be used by other requests until the leaving time of the IR request. For the AR request r 2 , the occupied time interval of the assigned spectrum resources is known in advance, so the time intervals before and after the occupied time interval of the assigned spectrum resources can be used by other requests at t a rather than the leaving time of the AR request. The RMSA problem for IR requests have been widely investigated in recent years and dozens of algorithms have been designed. The works are summarized in [3] , [7] - [9] . The RMSA problem for AR requests have also been studied and several well-performed algorithms have been designed. However, since the RMSA problem for AR requests involves the resource assignment in both frequency and time dimensions, it is more complicated than the problem for IR request. The blocking probabilities of the existing algorithms are still a little high, so the problem should be further studied.
In this paper, we investigate the RMSA problem for AR requests in EONs. We propose a farsighted spectrum assignment algorithm named Min-RDDR. The proposed algorithm tries to arrange each AR request as inside (near to the earliest starting time) and aside (near to the frequency boundary) as possible, and let the frequency-time cells at the central area and in the future form a big connected idle area. Then the later arrived AR requests would get bigger chances to find suitable spectrum resources. To achieve this, the proposed algorithm checks all available frequency-time blocks for an AR request; for each available block, four factors are investigated, namely resource consumed by the block, distance to the frequency boundary, distance to the earliest starting time, and resource degraded by the block; the algorithm would choose the block with the minimum combination of these four factors for the AR request. The proposed algorithm can greatly reduce blocking probability of AR requests, comparing with three well-performed benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the related works are summarized. In Section III, notations used in the algorithm are introduced. In Section IV the proposed Min-RDDR algorithm is described in detail. Performance of the Min-RDDR algorithm is evaluated in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS A. CLASSIFICATION OF AR REQUESTS
Charbonneau and Vokkarane summarized the works about routing and wavelength assignment for AR requests in WDM networks in 2012 [6] . In which, they classify the AR requests into four types according to whether the starting time and duration are specified. The classification of AR requests in WDM networks is also suitable for AR requests in EONs. The types of AR requests are as follows.
• STSD requests: both the starting time and the duration are specified. For an STSD request, since its starting time and duration are specified, it must be served at the specified time interval. In other words, the occupied resources of an STSD request are a time interval on the assigned spectrum. Therefore, the assigned spectrum can be assigned to other requests outside the occupied time interval.
• STUD requests: the starting time is specified but the duration is unknown. For an STUD request, its starting time is specified, so it must be served from the specified starting time; since its duration is not given, the completion time of the request cannot be calculated. Hence, only the time before the starting time of the assigned spectrum can be assigned to other requests.
• UTSD requests: the starting time is not specified but the duration is given. For a UTSD request, the allowed starting time is a time window rather than a specified time point and the request can be served from any time point of the time window. Once the starting time is selected, the time interval occupied by the request is determined. Then the spectrum outside this time interval can be assigned to other requests, just like for the STSD requests case. VOLUME 7, 2019 • UTUD requests: neither the starting time nor the duration is specified. For a UTUD request, the allowed starting time is within a time window and the service can begin at any time of the time window. Since its duration is not specified, only the time before the selected starting time of the spectrum can be assigned to other requests. Among these four types of AR requests, the STSD and UTSD requests are the most considered ones. For an UTSD request, if the size of the time window is zero, the request is degenerated to an STSD request. In other words, STSD requests are a specified case of UTSD ones. Hence, we would only consider UTSD requests in this paper. Unless otherwise specified, an AR request refers to a UTSD request.
B. EXISTING ALGORITHMS FOR AR REQUESTS
In recent years, the RMSA problem for AR requests has been extensively investigated and a dozen of algorithms have been designed. Next we introduce the works briefly.
In 2014, Ramaprasad et al. considered the RSA problem in EONs for continuous and non-continuous AR requests [10] . The spectrum resources assigned to a continuous AR request must be continuous in time, while those assigned to a non-continuous AR request can be interrupted at some a moment and continued after a time interval. In their work, frequency slots assigned to both continuous and non-continuous AR requests are assumed to be changeable during the service process. The assumption obtains to a significant decease in the blocking probability of AR requests, but it would break the constraint of spectrum continuity.
In 2014, Lu et al. investigated the revenue-driven provisioning problem for AR requests in software-defined EONs [11] , [12] . In their work, total revenue-gain and average setup delay are additionally considered as performance indexes, besides the blocking probability.
In 2015, Chen et al. proposed a time-spectrum consecutiveness based scheduling algorithm for AR requests [13] . In their method, a metric named time-spectrum consecutiveness (TSC) is defined. During the spectrum assigning process, the algorithm tries to maximize the TSC of path or links.
In 2015, Wang et al. proposed a holding-time-aware scheduling method for IR and AR requests [14] . In their work, a metric named volume is defined to measure the acceptability of the network to requests. Then they give a Max-Volume-Selectivity algorithm to assign spectrum resources to IR and AR requests. If there is no available resource for a request, the algorithm would reschedule the AR requests whom have been assigned spectrum resources but have not begin to serve. In the same year, they also proposed a Best-Rectangle-Fit algorithm for AR request in elastic optical inter-datacenter networks [15] . In the algorithm, a three-tuple composed by smooth degree, action corner and action edge for each rectangle are calculated, and the rectangle with the maximum three-tuple is chosen for the request.
In 2015, Lu et al. investigated the problem of hybrid IR and AR service provisioning in EONs [16] . For AR requests, an algorithm named proactive AR scheduling is designed. In the algorithm, three factors of each spectrum block are calculated, namely spectrum efficiency, spectrum misalignment, and time segmenting. The algorithm would choose the spectrum block with the minimum sum of the factors for an AR request. In 2016, they expanded their method to the hybrid IR, AR and MR (malleable reservation) case [17] .
In 2015, Sugihara et al. proposed a prioritized-area based spectrum assignment method [18] . In their method, spectrum resources are divided into prioritized areas according to the kinds of requests, such as 3 slots prioritized area, 4 slots prioritized area, 5 slots prioritized area. Each kind of requests would prefer to use frequency slots in the corresponding prioritized area. The method can arrange requests tidily. However, the method is only well-performed in less types of requests cases. Along with the increase of types of requests, its performance reduces rapidly. In 2017, they expanded the method to space-division-multiplexing EON case [19] .
In 2016, Afsharlar et al. proposed a delayed spectrum allocation (DSA) algorithm for AR requests [20] - [22] . In their method, the process of spectrum allocation is divided into two phases, namely request provisioning phase and request allocation phase. In the first phase, a request is only pre-allocated spectrum resources at its arriving time; in the second phase, specific spectrum resources are allocated to the request immediately prior to its starting time. If a newly arrived request cannot be arranged, the spectrum resources pre-allocated to requests those have not started would be re-allocated to try to accept the new request. The DSA algorithm can obtain a good performance in blocking probability, but its computational complexity is relatively high because of many times of resource re-allocation for the same request.
In 2016, Zhu et al. proposed fragmentation-aware RMSA algorithm for AR and IR requests [23] , [24] . In their algorithm, a metric named spectrum-time-cut are defined to measure the fragmentation occurrence number when a spectrum block is used. The block with the minimum spectrumtime-cut is finally assigned to the request. In the same year, they also proposed a multi-dimensional resource assignment algorithm for IR and AR requests in SDM-EON [25] .
In 2017, Wang et al. proposed a re-provisioning method for AR requests in EONs [26] . In their method, a metric named FCR (frequency-slot consumption ratio) is defined to measure the un-optimal conditions of spectrum resources. Based on the metric, a re-provisioning optimization algorithm is further designed to optimize the reserved spectrum condition. The method needs to re-allocation spectrum for many times, so its computational complexity is relatively high.
From the summary we can find that, most of the existing algorithms for AR request introduce metrics to measure the states of spectrum resources and select spectrum resources for AR requests by optimizing the metrics. However, most of them only considered the local characters of spectrum resources, the optimization effect is limited. In this paper, we would introduce a farsighted RMSA algorithm for AR requests, in which a novel metric is introduced. The metric can reflect the characters of spectrum resource in both local and global views, so our algorithm is expected to obtain a lower blocking probability than the existing methods.
III. NOTATIONS A. CONCEPTIONS FOR SPECTRUM RESOURCES
For the sake of description, we introduce several common conceptions for spectrum resources. Some of them are to express the size of spectrum resource, while others are to describe the states of spectrum resources.
1) The conceptions to express the sizes of spectrum resources are as follows:
• Frequency slot. In elastic optical networks, spectrum resources are divided into channels with bandwidth far less than bandwidth of wavelengths in WDM networks. Each channel is called a frequency slot.
• Time slot. Durations of AR requests are specified at their arriving times. To facilitate the assignment of resources for AR requests, the spectrum resources are divided into time intervals with equal length. Each time interval is called a time slot.
• Frequency-time cell. Supposing the spectrum resources are divided into F frequency slots and T time slots, then the spectrum resource specified by the f -th (f = 1, 2, · · · , F) frequency slot and the t-th (t = 1, 2, · · · , T ) time slot is called a frequency-time cell.
• Frequency-time block. The spectrum resources specified by a rectangle (including f × t adjacent frequency-time cells) is called a frequency-time block.
2) The conceptions to express the states of spectrum resources are as follows:
• Idle/busy frequency-time cell. If a frequency-time cell is not assigned to any request, it is an idle frequency-time cell; if it has been assigned to a request, it is a busy frequency-time cell. The state of a frequency-time cell at the f -th row and the t-th column can be expressed as
• Idle/non-idle/busy frequency-time block. If all the frequency-time cells in a frequency-time block are idle, the block is an idle frequency-time block; if any of the cells is busy, the block is a non-idle block. Specially, if all the cells in a frequency-time block are busy, the block is called a busy block.
• Available/unavailable frequency-time block. If an AR request needs f × t frequency-time cells in a candidate path and a block composed by f × t cells in the path is exactly idle, the block is called an available block for the AR request; else the block is an unavailable block for the AR request. Figure 2 is an example to show the conceptions of spectrum resources. In which, each grid represents a frequency-time 
where • s is the source of the request, • d is the destination of the request, • C is the capacity in Gbit/s of the request, • D is the duration in time slots of the request, • t a is the arrival time of the request, • t es is the earliest starting time of the request, and • W is the size of flexible window of the starting time.
C. EXPRESSION OF SPECTRUM RESOURCES FOR AR REQUESTS
In our algorithm, the Yen's K -shortest paths algorithm is used to find candidate routes for AR requests [27] . The candidate paths are denoted as P 1 sd , P 2 sd , · · · , P K sd . Since the modulation levels of different candidate paths may be distinct, for the same AR request, the number of required frequency slots in different paths may be different. The number of required frequency slots in the k-th candidate path can be calculated by the following formula [28] :
where C fs is the spectrum bandwidth of each frequency slot, m k is the modulation level of the k-th candidate path, f g is the number of guard frequency slots, and · means the ceiling integer.
In a candidate path, the required resource of an AR request is a frequency-time block. The block can be expressed by a quintet
where P k sd is the k-th candidate path between source s and destination d, f start and f end are the indexes of the start and end frequency slots of the block, and t start and t end are the indexes of the start and end time slots of the block, respectively. They need satisfy the relations that f end = f start + f k − 1 and t end = t start + D − 1.
IV. THE PROPOSED MIN-RDDR ALGORITHM
In this paper, we would proposed a RMSA algorithm named Min-RDDR for AR requests. The algorithm tries to assign inferior spectrum resources to the current AR request and leave superior spectrum resources idle, so that the subsequent requests have greater opportunities to obtain available spectrum resources. It must be noted that, inferiority and superiority of spectrum resources are judged from the perspective of network controller/manager; for AR requests, the properties of all the available resources are the same.
A. INSPIRATION OF THE ALGORITHM
The spectrum assignment for AR requests is just like elevatorloading. In the elevator-loading scenario, if the earlier arrivers can try to tighten their bodies and stand inside and aside as much as they can, the elevator can hold more people. In the spectrum assignment scenario, there are the similar observations. 1) Consuming less resources is beneficial. From the perspective of network, if each request can consume as little as possible resources, the network would be able to serve more requests.
2) Concentrating busy resources near frequency boundaries is helpful. If each request can try to use the resources near the boundaries, the idle resources near the center can form bigger idle blocks and then later coming requests would have greater opportunities to find available resources.
3) Using earlier frequency-time cells is helpful. Each frequency-time cell has its timeliness and the outdated cells cannot be used by any request. The earlier cells are more likely to be outdated than later ones, so using them ahead can leave good resources to the subsequent requests. 4) Using a frequency-time block who affects less cells is advantageous. The using of a frequency-time block would affect the availability of its neighbors. Hence using a block who has less affected neighbors would keep idle resources in a better situation.
B. INVESTIGATED FACTORS
To match the observations, we define four factors for frequency-time block B = (P k sd , f start , f end , t start , t end ) and take combination of the factors as the metric of resource selection for AR requests. 1) Resources consumed by the block. If a frequency-time block in a candidate path is assigned to an AR request, the corresponding blocks in all links of the path would be consumed. The resources consumed by a block in the k-th candidate path is that:
where h P k sd is the number of hops of path P k sd . 2) Distance to the frequency boundary. The spectrum resources have two frequency boundaries, i.e., the 1st and the F-th frequency slots. The distance between the block and frequency boundaries is that
where D up = F − f end and D down = f start − 1.
3) Distance to the earliest starting time. The distance between the block and the earliest starting time can be calculated by the following formula D t = t start − t es (7) It should be noted that, the reference time is the earliest time rather than the current time t 0 . 4) Resources degraded by the block. The assignment of a block would reduce the connections of some frequency-time cells with the central area, which would further affect the availability of these cells. We call these cells the degraded resources. The number of degraded resources by the block can be calculated by the following formula (8) In which,
5) The metric of the block. In the proposed algorithm, we would take weighted sum of the above-defined four factors as the final metric and choose the block with the minimum value of the metric for an AR request. The metric can be calculated by the following formula
In which a, b, c and d are the combination coefficients. Then B 3 is the best selection among three marked blocks.
C. PROCEDURE OF THE MIN-RDDR ALGORITHM
Procedure of the proposed Min-RDDR algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Input of the algorithm is an AR request r = (s, d, C, D, t a , t es , W ) and K candidate paths from source s to destination d, while output of the algorithm is an available frequency-time block B * = (P k * sd , f * start , f * end , t * start , t * end ). During the execution process of the algorithm, M * is used to record the minimum metric and B * is used to record the block who has the minimum metric. At the beginning, M * is set as infinite and B * is set as null.
Algorithm 1 Min-RDDR
Input: An AR request r = (s, d, C, D, t a , t es , W ) and K candidate paths between s and d. Output: An available frequency-time block
Check the states of frequency-time cells from t es to t es + W + D − 1 in path P k sd .
4
Calculate the number of required frequency slots f k in path P k sd by Formula 3.
5
for t = t es to t es + W − 1 do
Check the availability of block
if block B is available then 9 Calculate metric M of block B by Formula 12. The algorithm has three layers of loops. The first loop is from Line 2 to Line 16. The loop would be executed for K rounds to search all available blocks in the candidate paths. At the beginning of the k-th round, states of frequency-time cells in the k-th candidate path are checked. Since the AR request must be served within time interval [t es , t es + W + D − 1], only the states of frequency-time cells within the time interval need to be checked. Then number of required frequency slots f k in the k-th candidate path is calculated by Formula 3. f k may be different for different candidate paths.
The second loop is from Line 5 to Line 15 and the third loop is from Line 6 to Line 14. They would go through all combinations of f and t. For each specific f and t, the avail-
is checked in Line 7. If the block is available, the metric M of block B is further calculated by Formula 12. If the metric is less than the recorded minimum metric M * , block B would be the newly selected block for the AR request and M * would be updated to M .
After all the loops are executed, M * and B * are returned. If M * is less than infinite, the returned block B * would be assigned to request r. If M * is still infinite, it means that M * have never been updated during the algorithm's executing process. It further means that none block is available for request r, so the request would be blocked. 
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The Min-RDDR algorithm has three loops. The first loop would be executed for K rounds. The executing time of each round is as follows. (Note that constants and lower orders of inputs are omitted in the analysis process.) 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed Min-RDDR algorithm by simulations. Firstly, we do simulations under different values of (a, b, c, d) to find the optimal combination coefficients. Then we compare the Min-RDDR algorithm with three well-performed benchmarks.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
We do simulations on two networks, namely the National Science Foundation Network (NSF-Net) and the pan-European Cost239 network (Cost239). Their topologies are shown in Figure 4 . In the networks, links are bidirectional and spectrum resources in each direction are divided into 320 frequency slots with spectrum bandwidth 12.5 GHz. Additionally, spectrum resources are also divided into time slots with size 10 minutes. For each source-destination pair, four candidate paths are calculated by Yen's algorithm [27] . The selectable modulation formats are BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM, their bits per symbol are 1, 2, 3, and 4, and their reachable distances are 10000 km, 5000 km, 2500 km and 1250 km, respectively [28] .
In the simulations, AR requests arrive along the Poisson distribution. For each request, its duration follows the exponential distribution with parameter 10 time slots, its capacity is randomly chosen from 25 Gbps, 50 Gbps, 75 Gbps, · · · , 250 Gbps, its earliest starting time is randomly chosen from [1, 30] time slots, and the size of flexible window of starting time is randomly chosen from [1, 50] time slots. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
We investigate the blocking probability of AR requests. Supposing the capacity and duration of an AR request r are C r and D r , respectively, then traffic of the request is C r D r . Supposing the set of arrived AR requests is R and the set of blocked requests is R B , then blocking probability of AR requests is:
During each simulation, 10 5 requests are generated. Each simulation is done under 10 different random seeds and confidence interval with 95% confidence level is calculated.
B. COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT PARAMETERS
The metric M used in the Min-RDDR algorithm is a weighted sum of four factors, namely consumed resources R c , distance to frequency boundary D f , distance to the earliest starting time D t , and degraded resources R d . The coefficients (a, b, c, d) of the factors should be optimized. Firstly, we set the value of (a, b, c, d) as (1, 1, 1, 1) (i.e., the four factors have the same weight) and take the simulation result as a baseline. Then we do simulations by doubling the weights of different factors respectively. Simulation results are shown in Figure 5 . Under (a, b, c, d) = (2, 1, 1, 1) case, the blocking probability is similar to the baseline; it means that increasing the weight of R c does little favor to the Min-RDDR algorithm. Under (a, b, c, d ) equaling (1, 2, 1, 1) or (1, 1, 1, 2) case, the blocking probability is higher than the baseline; it means that increasing the weight of D f or R d is harmful to the proposed algorithm. Under (a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 2, 1) case, the blocking probability is significantly reduced; it means that increasing the weight of D t is helpful to the Min-RDDR algorithm.
In order to determine the optimal weight of D t , we do another series of simulations by setting (a, b, c, d) as (1, 1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 3, 1) and (1, 1, 4, 1) respectively. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . We can find that, under (a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 2, 1) case, the algorithm gets the lowest blocking probability in low traffic densities, under (a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 3, 1) case, the algorithm has the lowest blocking probability in middle traffic densities, and under (a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 4, 1) case, the algorithm has the trend to get the best performance in high traffic density. The reason is that, along with the growth of traffic density, the ratio of idle cells is decreasing; at this time, using the expiring idle cells first and keeping superior cells idle would obtain a better performance; increasing the weight of D t can just obtain that effect. Overall, under (a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 3, 1 ) case, the proposed algorithm has lower blocking probability in most traffic densities, so we use this setting in the following simulations.
C. COMPARISON WITH BENCHMARKS
We compare the proposed algorithm with three wellperformed benchmark algorithms, namely the Proactive AR algorithm [16] , the Prioritized-Area based algorithm [18] , and the Spectrum-Time-Cut based algorithm [24] . Simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . In both networks, the Spectrum-Time-Cut based algorithm has the highest blocking probability, while the proposed Min-RDDR algorithm has the lowest blocking probability; the Proactive AR algorithm and Prioritized-Area based algorithm have medium blocking probability, and their relationship is opposite in different networks. The reasons are as follows.
The Spectrum-Time-Cut based algorithm minimizes the sum of frequency cuts and time cuts. It can make the busy and idle frequency-time cells well-arranged in local range. However, since it is lack of global view, the frequency-time cells may not be in a good situation in global range.
The Prioritized-Area algorithm divided frequency slots into prioritized areas and each kind of requests is preferentially using the corresponding prioritized area. The policy can make the idle and busy frequency-time blocks aligned. However, the algorithm only fits the case of less types of requests (for instance, only three kinds of requests are considered in Reference [18] ). Along with the increase of kinds of requests, the performance of the algorithm decreases sharply.
The Proactive AR algorithm considers spectrum efficiency, spectrum misalignment and time segmenting at the same time. It can make frequency-time cells aligned in not only the current path, but also all neighbor links of the path. It is slightly worse than the Prioritized-Area based algorithm in the NSF-Net, while obviously better than the latter in the Cost239. It is because of that, the degrees of nodes in the Cost239 are generally greater than those in the NSF-Net (the average node degree in the NSF-Net is 3 while that in the Cost239 is about 4.73), so the factor of spectrum misalignment plays a greater role in the Cost239 than in the NSF-Net.
The proposed Min-RDDR algorithm not only tries to consume and affect as few as possible frequency-time cells, but also tries to arrange the AR requests inside and aside as much as they can and leave the central area more idle and more connected. Hence, the blocking probability of the proposed algorithm is significantly lower than the benchmark algorithms, in both the NSF-Net and the Cost239.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a farsighted RMSA algorithm named Min-RDDR for AR requests. The algorithm try to arrange each AR request not only with less consumed resources and less affected resources, but also as near to the frequency boundary and the earliest starting time as possible. The algorithm can make the central area of spectrum resource idle and connected, thus the later arrived AR requests are easier to obtain available spectrum resources. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the benchmarks in term of blocking probability. 
